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Art and Labour
When an economist says a Cwork of art often arrives on the market because of one of the
famous Dthree DEsE (divorce, death, or debt)F it is clear that cultural economics places its
emphasis on consumption and the secondary market. From a Marxist point of view it is
utterly absurd for a product to DarriveE on the market without being produced or arriving on the
market from consumers. Even if we could press the economist to start the economic analysis
of art with its arrival for sale on the primary market, we would have arrived too late. No
Marxist could knowingly subscribe to such a belated economic analysis. Artworks themselves
cannot be a given, as it is for mainstream economics, but must be identified as the object of
economic analysis.
Errors are made by not knowing what precisely MarxEs labour theory of value sets out to
explain. Andrew Kliman tells us, CMarxEs value theory G pertains exclusively to commodity
production, that is, to cases in which goods and services are Dproduced for the purpose of
being exchangedE, or equivalently, produced as commodities.F This is important for a Marxist
economic analysis of art because, as he goes on to say, Cif the products have been produced
for a different purpose, that of satisfying the producersE and othersE needs and wants, they
have not been produced as commodities.F Kliman explains, a Ckey reason for distinguishing
between commodity production and non-commodity production is that prices or rates of
exchange are determined differently in the two cases. When things are not produced as
commodities, the rates at which they exchange may depend exclusively upon the demand for
them, or upon normative considerations, or G upon customary rules. It is only when products
are produced for the purpose of being exchanged that their costs of production become
significant determinants of their prices.F
Not all production is commodity production. Not all production is production for financial
exchange. Not all production is determined by supply and demand. Economics is not the best
method of examining non-economic production. Economists give artists bad advice.
If artists increase and decrease production according to demand and alter the production of
their work according to the preferences of the market (eg halting production of this version of
their work and expanding production of that version of their work), then they must be in the
business of producing commodities. At the same time, of course, we must insist that if artists
do not increase and decrease production according to demand and do not alter the production
of their work according to the preferences of the market, then they are demonstrably not in
the business of producing commodities. If art is produced as a commodity, that is to say
produced for the purpose of being exchanged, then it is the kind of product that Marxist
economics explains. If art is not produced as a commodity, but rather to satisfy aesthetic and
cultural needs and wants, then it is not. There is no shortcut to this kind of economic
examination, no general rule, no standard economics of art in the age of consumerism, or the
changing economic status of the artwork in the society of the spectacle. We can look at artEs

apparent commodification only by asking on a case by case basis whether, as Kliman puts it,
Ctheir costs of production become significant determinants of their pricesF.
Mainstream economists will argue that the labour theory of value is mistaken. This is partly
based on the fact that mainstream economists are not interested in the source of value at all
(they have no alternative explanation to the Marxist argument). It is also partly based on the
fact that mainstream economics takes for granted the key elements of capitalism (supply and
demand, prices, profit, wages, etc), whereas Marxism calls all these into question. Marxism
shows us the limits of economic thought and the limits of a social system based on market
forces. Marx was right. Capitalism inexorably leads to crisis. Economists tell us, on the
contrary, that supply and demand is a self-correcting mechanism. Economists are fucking
wrong!
Following the labour theory of value, we would expect to determine whether art is produced
as a commodity from an analysis of artistic production, not by examining the behaviour of its
consumers or its systems of distribution and display. If we find that art production does not
correspond to the model of commodity production, then no matter how art is subsequently
brought into the circulation systems of capitalism, art is not converted into a commodity in its
consumption. The labour theory of value proceeds from the value of labour, so we need to ask
whether the prices of artworks are determined by the value of the labour in their production.
The labour theory of value, which explains how value is produced within capitalism, states
that labour is the source of value. This value is then broken down into three types: the transfer
of value, absolute surplus value and relative surplus value. Machines, for instance, transfer
their value to the product; labour-power produces absolute surplus-value, that is to say, value
on top of the wages paid for it. Relative surplus-value is produced by the division of labour,
automation and so forth, which through increases in productivity and efficiency do not
produce value in itself but increases the proportion of surplus-labour in relation to wages.
We can test the question of the price of artworks as determined or not by the cost of labour in
production by observing the means of production. In capitalist commodity production
capitalists increase absolute surplus-labour (and thereby surplus-value) by attempting to
extend the working day, the working week, the numbers of days worked in the year, and the
number of years worked in a workerEs life. Second, capitalists increase relative surplus-value
through the use of technology and supervision, which play an effective part in driving down
labour costs through the division of labour, deskilling and increasing productivity.
If the price of an artwork is set by the labour that goes into it, then we would expect that
prices of artworks would vary according to the average labour that goes into producing them.
When the price of an artistEs work goes up, this is not because the labour producing it has
gone up, that the assistants have managed to have their wages increased, or their hours
reduced. Also, when the price of an artistEs work drops, this is not due to the efficiencies of
competitors in the market who have managed to get their production costs down. No, the
prices of artworks do not fluctuate according to the cost of labour, technological efficiencies,
or increases in productivity. Art prices are not determined by Dsocially necessary labour-timeE.
Mainstream economists might argue that art's high prices disprove the Marxist labour theory
of value but what is shown here is that art is typically not produced as a commodity governed
by supply and demand.
Of course, assistants are wage-labourers. But this, in itself, is not proof that artists generate
surplus-value from them. If assistants do not produce surplus-value then they are to be
regarded as luxuries, like domestic servants in the nineteenth century. The distinction between
productive and unproductive labour was derived by Marx from Adam Smith. SmithEs
definition of unproductive labour still stands today: labour not exchanged with capital but
directly exchanged with revenue. There is no such thing as productive or unproductive labour
in itself. The difference is between labour that produces profits and labour that consumes

revenue. In the nineteenth century this distinction was clearly illustrated with the contrasting
ways in which the capitalist paid two kinds of wages, one to the workers in a business
enterprise, and the other to domestic servants in their homes. The former was productive
because it produced surplus-labour and the latter unproductive because it used up revenue.
Another, clearer, way of understanding the distinction between productive and unproductive
labour is to examine whether the capitalist or the labourer owns that labour.
If we retain our focus on artistic labour, rather than its products, the test of SmithEs definition
of unproductive labour provides clear results. Is artistic labour exchanged with capital or
directly exchanged with revenue? Since artists are not wage-labourers employed by
capitalists, but own their means of production as well as the products that they produce, we
are forced to conclude that artistic labour is unproductive labour even if certain capitalists,
such as gallerists, dealers and later in the process, investors, earn a profit from trade in the
products of artistic labour.
Normally, unproductive labour does not produce products that are luxury goods; normally the
unproductive labour is the luxury good itself. Art is unusually unproductive labour that is not
a luxury in itself but produces luxuries without first producing commodities. Studio assistants
are wage-labourers, but if they are unproductive labourers, like domestic servants, then they
do not produce surplus-value.
But if the value of labour does not determine the price of artworks, what does? The variations
of price of an artwork are not due to underpaying or overpaying in relation to the actual value,
nor is it due to an increase or decrease in the average cost of the means of production. A
collector does not pay less than the value of a work by a young artist only to realize its true
value once they become a mature artist. Both the relatively cheap price and the relatively
expensive price are the true value of the work at two different points in time. Art appreciates.
However, while investments normally appreciate because a firm for which one owns shares is
profitable, or is perceived to be so H that is to say, by drawing on or anticipating the
production of surplus-value in production - this is not the case in the appreciation of artworks.
The relative cheapness of a work by a lesser known artist or Dearly workE is based on the risk
that the artist will never develop a significant career, and the relative expensiveness of the
same work later on is based on the subsequent rarity of Dearly workE and the price of the
mature work, which retrospectively sets the pace for prices of earlier works. Just as skilled
workers are paid more than unskilled workers because this kind of labour costs more to
reproduce, the cost of reproducing a successful, mature, reputable, established artist with
hundreds of important exhibitions and a bibliography to match is expressed in the price of
their works.
But this explanation, which can be found partly in Diedrichsen, presents an immediate
difficulty, which Diedrichsen misses. The reputation of an artist is not a quality which is
contained in their labour, is not produced by them, and is not in their control. The reputation
of an artist is ascribed to their work by others. So, if we are to explain the high prices of
artworks in terms of the reproduction of labour-power that produces them, we need to
consider the labour-power of those who contribute to the value of the workEs reputation,
namely art critics, theorists, curators and art historians.

Formal and Real Subsumption
How might we test, from a Marxist point of view, the common complaint that art has been
incorporated by capitalism?
MarxEs distinction between formal and real subsumption is part of his explanation of the
incorporation and transformation of particular spheres of production by the capitalist mode of

production. We must remind ourselves that Marx did not theorize the subsumption of
commodities. For Marx, the incorporation and transformation of spheres of production occurs
with the formal and real subsumption of labour.
The formal subsumption of labour takes place when the capitalist takes financial control of
production H owning the means of production, paying wages for labour-power, extracting
surplus-labour and surplus-value, before production a market relation is established between
the capitalist as a purchaser of labour and the worker as a seller of labour, and within
production these same individuals are put in a conflictual relation with each other in which
the capitalist struggles against the workers to extend the working day, increase productivity
and so forth, while the workers struggle against the capitalist to reduce the working day,
improve working conditions and so on.
The real subsumption of labour goes further than this, establishing a capitalist mode of
production with the division of labour, the employment of machinery, the centralization and
intensification of production on a large-scale and the transformation of the production process
into a conscious application of science and technology. In short, everything that is implied
with the idea of industrialization. Formal subsumption is presupposed by the real
subsumption of labour, but only the latter can be described in terms of what Marx calls the
continual revolution of the means of production and relations of production in capitalism.
To determine whether artistic labour has been subsumed, we need to ask ourselves, therefore,
two questions. First, whether artistic labour has been converted into wage-labour, and second,
whether the production of art has been transformed by the processes of industrialization. The
producers of art still own their means of production. Unlike in the capitalist mode of
production, the product of the production of art is invariably owned by its producer. Artists
have not been converted into wage-labourers, employed by a capitalist. Gallerists have
nothing to gain from extending the working day of artists, and, technological developments
are not implemented to increase productivity. The gallerist does not establish a relationship
with the artist along the lines of the capitalist-worker relationship. There is no labour market
separate from the market for artworks produced by artistic labour. Dealers do not employ
artists. And since no gallerist takes ownership of the means of production for art or engage
individual artists to operate those means of production, consequently, the gallerist, unlike the
capitalist, does not own the product. The gallerist enters the marketplace of art with capital
and leaves the marketplace with profit, but they do this without formally subsuming artistic
labour under capital, but by converting commodity-capital (artworks) into money-capital.
And this is why there can be no real subsumption of art.
Wake up to the fact: the subsumption of labour can only take place with productive labour,
that is with labour that is capable of producing surplus-value directly for the capitalist.
#
The Mainstream Economics of Art#
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